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ABSTRACT

Gene editing directed by modified single-stranded
DNA oligonucleotides has been used to alter a
single base pair in a variety of biological systems.
It is likely that gene editing is facilitated by the direct
incorporation of the oligonucleotides via replication
and/or by direct conversion, most likely through the
DNA mismatch repair pathway. The phenomenon of
strand bias, however, as well as its importance to
the gene editing reaction itself, has yet to be
elucidated in terms of mechanism. We have taken
a reductionist approach by using a genetic readout
in Eschericha coli and a plasmid-based selectable
system to evaluate the influence of strand bias on
the mechanism of gene editing. We show that oligo-
nucleotides (ODNs) designed to anneal to the
lagging strand generate 100-fold greater ‘editing’ ef-
ficiency than ‘those that anneal to’ the leading
strand. The majority of editing events (�70%)
occur by the incorporation of the ODN during repli-
cation within the lagging strand. Conversely, ODNs
that anneal to the leading strand generate fewer
editing events although this event may follow
either the incorporation or direct conversion path-
way. In general, the influence of DNA replication is
independent of which ODN is used suggesting that
the importance of strand bias is a reflection of the
underlying mechanism used to carry out gene
editing.

INTRODUCTION

Gene editing using single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides
(ODNs) is being developed as a molecular treatment of
inherited disorders. Applications of gene editing in mouse
cells range from gene alteration in embryonic stem cells

(1–4) to reversal of single base errors in genes in somatic
cells (5–8). In parallel to the development of therapeutic
strategies, many laboratories have been elucidating the
mechanism and regulation of gene editing (9). Several
years ago, our laboratory proposed a three-branched
pathway model for nucleotide conversion directed by
ODNs as a mechanistic framework (10). While all three
paths ultimately lead to a converted base pair, two of them
have gained the largest amount of experimental support.
The first involves the ‘editing of a mutant’ base pair by the
cell’s inherent DNA repair activity, most likely operating
through the DNA mismatch repair system. Proponents of
this path cite the fact that correction can take place on
genes that are neither being transcribed nor replicated
(11,12). Alternatively, cells that are being replicated
most likely use a mode of gene editing that involves the
incorporation of the ODN into a replicating region that
covers the target site (13–16). Acting in this manner, the
ODN incorporates and serves as part of an Okazaki
fragment by homologously aligning at the target and
priming extension of newly synthesized DNA. If this
occurs, then technically gene editing takes place in the
absence of mismatch repair since a second round of rep-
lication could generate a different (edited) base pair (9,10).
Strong evidence for this model was provided by the work
of Radecke et al. (17) in studies where an incorporated
ODN was cross-linked and, subsequently, isolated
directly from the target site. These data strengthened the
replication-dependent branch of the original model (10).
Another observation related to the mechanism of gene

editing centers on a phenomenon known as strand bias
(18). Many groups have reported that while either
strand, transcribed or non-transcribed (lagging or
leading), can be targeted for nucleotide exchange, there
appears to be bias toward one or the other, dependent
on the host cell type. This phenomenon was recognized
in early studies of gene editing (19) but its relevance and
importance to mechanism of action is still not known. In
addition, it is not known what role, if any, it plays in
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directing a particular path of nucleotide exchange. It
is also important to note that strands designated as
‘T or NT’ can also serve as either the lagging or leading
strands during DNA replication. As such, the strand bias
effect may also be reflected in whether the cells are able to
replicate or not during a gene editing event.
We decided to examine the relationship between strand

bias and mechanism by asking whether the targeting of a
particular strand could, in fact, influence which mode of
editing is chosen for resolution. To do so, we simplified the
reaction conditions by utilizing a selectable system that
relies on phenotypic and genetic readout in Escherichia
coli to assess gene editing activity. This approach elimin-
ates several reaction parameters that could influence the
interpretation of the data. In this case, our results indicate
that ODNs that anneal to the transcribed strand or the
lagging strand of replication (in a system that selects for
the acquisition of antibiotic resistance) direct more editing
events. But, in most cases, this activity results in a mixed
population of corrected and non-corrected templates
or molecules. Annealing to the strand designated as
nontranscribed (or leading strand of DNA replication in
our system) leads to fewer modified cells, but the vast
majority of them contain a homogenous population of
converted genes. The replication mode is the more preva-
lent form of gene editing when ODNs annealing to the
lagging strand are used, while the direct conversion and
replication via incorporation modes of editing appear at
an equal level when the leading strand is the target.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmid and ODNs

The pKSm4021 plasmid containing the targeted mutant
kanamycin resistance gene was constructed from pWE15
by converting a T to a G residue at position 4021. Single-
stranded ODNs listed below, were synthesized and
obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.
(Coralville, IA, USA);

Kan49NT 50 G*C*C*GATTGTCTGTTGTGCCCAGT
CGTAGCCGAATAGCCTCTCCACC*C*A*A 30

Kan49T 50 T*T*G*GGTGGAGAGGCTATTCGGCTA
CGACTGGGCACAACAGACAATC*G*G*C 30

Kan49NT-PM 50 G*C*C*GATTGTCTGTTGTGCCCA
GTCCTAGCCGAATAGCCTCTCCACC*C*A*A 30

Kan49T-PM 50 T*T*G*GGTGGAGAGGCTATTCGG
CTAGGACTGGGCACAACAGACAATC*G*G*C 30

Kan49NT/30InvdT 50 G*C*C*GATTGTCTGTTGTGC
CCAGTCGTAGCCGAATAGCCTCTCC
ACC*C*A*A/IndvT 30

Kan49T/30InvdT 50 T*T*G*GGTGGAGAGGCTATTC
GGCTACGACTGGGCACAACAGACA
ATC*G*G*C/InvdT 30

The Kan49T ODN is complementary to the transcribed
strand of the plasmid, which is also the template for the
lagging strand synthesis. The Kan49NT ODN is comple-
mentary to the non-transcribed strand of the plasmid,
which is also the template for the leading strand synthesis.

Electroporation, plating and selection

Electroporation mixtures contained 1 mg of the pKSm4021
plasmid, 1.05 mg of ODNs in dH2O up to 50 ml. Five
microliters (100 ng of plasmid, 105 ng of ODN) of the
mixture was immediately used to transform 20 ml of com-
petent E. coli DH10B (Invitrogen) by electroporation
using a Cell-Porator apparatus (Life Technologies, Inc.).
The transformed cells were then allowed to recover in 5ml
of super optimal broth with catabolite repression (SOC)
media at 37�C for the indicated incubation recovery time
(1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h). A 100 ml of a 5� 10�4 dilution aliquot
from the 5ml culture was plated onto an ampicillin
(100 mg/ml) plate for each sample. The remainder of the
culture treated with the Kan49NT ODN was pelleted by
centrifugation, re-suspended in 100 ml of Luria Broth (LB)
broth, then plated onto a kanamycin (50 mg/ml) plate. For
cultures treated with the Kan49T ODN, a 1ml aliquot was
pelleted by centrifugation, re-suspended in 100 ml of LB
broth, then plated onto a kanamycin (50 mg/ml) plate.
Colony counts were determined after a 24 h incubation
period at 37�C by an Accu-count 1000 plate reader
(Biologics). At least three independent experiments were
performed for each reaction condition. To account for
variability of electroporation efficiencies, kanamycin
colony counts were normalized to 5� 105-ampicillin
colonies. Therefore, correction efficiency of the kanS to
kanR conversion was measured as the number of kanamy-
cin colonies per 5� 105-ampicillin colonies.

Restriction- enzyme digest and DNA sequencing

Individual colonies grown on either kanamycin or ampicil-
lin plates were grown at 37�C for 8 h in LB broth with the
same selective antibiotic (kanamycin 50 mg/ml, ampicillin
100 mg/ml). Plasmid populations were isolated from each
individual culture using the Qiagen QIAprep Spin
Miniprep Kit (Valencia, CA, USA). Then, 500 ng of re-
covered plasmid for each sample was digested with 1U of
the BfaI enzyme for 2 h in a total reaction volume of 20 ml.
Ten microliter of the digest reaction was loaded onto a
0.8% agarose gel containing ethidium bromide.
Densitometry of Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphism (RFLP) bands were analyzed with Alpha
Innotech AlphaView� Software version 3.0.3.0. DNA
sequencing analysis was performed on the individual
purified-plasmid populations by cycle sequencing at the
Molecular Biology Core Facility at the A.I. duPont
Hospital for Children (Wilmington, DE, USA).

RESULTS

Strand bias with respect to correction efficiency

The plasmid pKSm4021 was constructed from pWE15 by
converting a T to a G residue at position 4021 (Figure 1).
This change introduces a stop codon in the coding region
of the kanamycin resistance gene and creates a BfaI re-
striction site. The inherent ampicillin-resistance gene
remains intact. The mutation is targeted by an ODN,
which is designed to be complementary to either the T
or NT DNA strand, with the exception of a centrally
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located mismatched base. The mismatched base pairing
induces a targeted nucleotide exchange to occur, which
restores kanamycin resistance. ODNs are designed to
direct a nucleotide-exchange reaction by converting the
mutant TAG codon to TAC. This maintains the same
amino acid sequence for kanamycin resistance, however,
by converting the codon to TAC instead of back to the
wild-type codon TAT it allows for the ability to distin-
guish by DNA sequence analysis conversion events that
were ODN-directed and not from contamination of

wild-type plasmid. The boxed four bases of the mutant
plasmid sequences are recognized and cut by the BfaI re-
striction enzyme (Figure 1). The pKSm4021 plasmid has a
low-copy ColE1 replication origin and is therefore main-
tained at a copy number of 10–20.
The gene editing reaction was begun by mixing the

ODN with plasmid, pKSm4021, immediately prior to elec-
troporation into E. coli strains DH10B. The cells were
allowed to recover at 37 for 1 h, 2 h, 3 h or 4 h prior to
plating on both ampicillin and kanamycin plates to
observe possible changes to correction efficiency over
time (see ‘Methods and Materials’ section). Antibiotic-
resistant colonies were determined after 24 h of incubation
at 37�C. The ODNs used in these experiments were 49
bases in length and annealed to either the T or replication
lagging strand (Kan49T) or NT or replication leading
(Kan49NT) strand of the mutant kanamycin resistance
gene in plasmid pKSm4021 (Table 1). Average colony
counts for each recovery time-point of cells treated with
either Kan49T or Kan49NT are shown in Figure 2A and
B. Cells treated with the Kan49T, as opposed to the
Kan49NT, had about 100-fold more kanamycin-resistant
colonies at each time-point. Figure 2C shows ampicillin
colony counts of Kan49T- and Kan49NT-treated cells at a
5� 10�4 dilution for each recovery point. Ampicillin
colonies for both ODNs steadily increase over time and
are within standard deviation of each other.
The correction efficiency defined as the number of kana-

mycin colonies per 5� 105-ampicillin colonies was
calculated for each time point during the recovery
period prior to antibiotic selection is given in Figure 2D.
When only the mutant plasmid was transformed into
the cells as a negative control, a correction efficiency of
0.17±0.06 was observed. As additional controls, we
determined correction efficiency for ODNs Kan49T-PM
andKan49NT-PM, which have sequences that bear perfect
complementarity to the target site. The correction effi-
ciencies for Kan49T-PM- and Kan49NT-PM-treated
cells were 0.15±0.05 (P=0.09) and 0.11±0.02
(P=0.3), respectively. The two perfectly matched
ODNs do not have the capacity to direct the conversion
of the target base, as no significant correction efficiency
defined as P< 0.01 was observed above background.
Alternatively, when we transfected cells with the targeting
ODNs a significant correction efficiency above back-
ground was observed. The average correction efficiency
for Kan49NT-treated cells was 0.52±0.06 (P=0.0003),

Figure 1. Model system for gene repair utilizing the pKSm4021
plasmid. The mutant kanS plasmid has a TAT to TAG mutation
early within the open reading frame of the kanamycin resistance
gene, which creates a premature stop codon and a truncated, non-
functional protein product. The mutation is targeted by an ODN,
which is designed to be complementary to either the T- or NT-DNA
strand, with the exception of a centrally located mismatched base. The
mismatched base pairing induces a targeted nucleotide-exchange
reaction to occur, which restores kanamycin resistance. ODNs are
designed to direct a nucleotide exchange reaction by converting the
mutant TAG codon, to TAC. This maintains the same amino acid
sequence for kanamycin resistance, however by converting the codon
to TAC instead of back to the wild-type codon TAT it allows for the
ability to distinguish by DNA sequence analysis conversion events that
were ODN-directed and not from contamination of wild-type plasmid.
The boxed four bases of the mutant-plasmid sequences are recognized
and cut by the BfaI restriction enzyme.

Table 1. List of ODN used to investigate correction efficiency with respect to strand targeting

Kan49NT 50 G*C*C*GATTGTCTGTTGTGCCCAGTCGTAGCCGAATAGCCTCTCCACC*C*A*A 30

Kan49T 50 T*T*G*GGTGGAGAGGCTATTCGGCTACGACTGGGCACAACAGACAATC*G*G*C 30

Kan49NT-PM 50 G*C*C*GATTGTCTGTTGTGCCCAGTCCTAGCCGAATAGCCTCTCCACC*C*A*A 30

Kan49T-PM 50 T*T*G*GGTGGAGAGGCTATTCGGCTAGGACTGGGCACAACAGACAATC*G*G*C 30

Kan49NT/30InvdT 50 G*C*C*GATTGTCTGTTGTGCCCAGTCGTAGCCGAATAGCCTCTCCACC*C*A*A/IndvT 30

Kan49T/30InvdT 50 T*T*G*GGTGGAGAGGCTATTCGGCTACGACTGGGCACAACAGACAATC*G*G*C/InvdT 30

NT-ODNs target the NT-DNA strand, while T-ODNs target the T DNA strand. PM-ODNs are perfectly complementary to the
DNA strand; therefore, it is not designed to elicit a correction event. Kan49NT/30InvdT and Kan49T/30InvdT ODNs have an
inverted 30-end nucleotide (/InvdT) which blocks the extension of DNA polymerases. ODNs were synthesized with three
phosphorothioate linkages (*) to protect from degradation from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. The centrally located
bold and underlined base directs the targeted nucleotide exchange event.
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which is about a 4-fold increase over background.
Alternatively, when cells were treated with the Kan49T
ODN a correction efficiency of 50.1±6.7 (P=0.00003)
was observed, which is�100-fold greater than the correc-
tion efficiency for Kan49NT-treated cells and about a
300-fold increase over background levels.

RFLP analysis

Twenty random kanamycin-resistant colonies were picked
from the kanamycin plates and grown at 37�C for 8 h in
LB broth under kanamycin selection. Plasmid populations
were isolated from each individual culture and then
digested with BfaI. In Figure 3A, a representative map
of expected DNA bands resulting from a restriction digest
of a mutant plasmid, converted plasmid and mixed
plasmid population is presented. The BfaI enzyme recog-
nizes the mutant base present at the target site, resulting in
the appearance of a 1301-bp band. The conversion of the
target base will result in the loss of a cut site in the 1301-bp
band, thereby producing a 1534 band.
Figure 3B shows the RFLP patterns of the 20

kanamycin-resistant plasmid population isolates obtained
from Kan49T- or Kan49NT-treated cells for the 1 h-
recovery time point (kanR49T #1-20 and kanR49NT
#1-20). The lane represented by kanS, is the RFLP from
a mutant plasmid population isolated from an ampR/kanS

colony from either the Kan49T- or Kan49NT-treated
cells, and shows only the mutant band (1301 bp).
Analyses of kanR isolate RFLP results reveals four differ-
ent banding patterns (A–D). Three of the patterns have
the predicted mixed–plasmid-population RFLP. For
Pattern (A) there is more of the mutant band (1301 bp)
than the converted band (1534 bp), Pattern (B) has an
equal mutant band to converted band and for Pattern
(C) there is more converted than mutant band. The
fourth Pattern (D) has the predicted converted plasmid
RFLP in which only the converted band is present.

The results of the RFLP analysis prompted the need to
confirm our predictions with sequence analysis of the
plasmid populations. Figure 3C depicts representative
data of the NT (leading) and T (lagging) strand sequences
obtained from each of the RFLP patterns. As expected,
the kanS sequence shows only the mutant G–C base pairs
at the target site. For the (A) RFLP, the sequence shows a
mixed peak at the target site for the NT strand with the
mutant G peak being more dominant than the small con-
verted C peak present. The T strand shows the mutant C
peak with a very basal G peak present slightly above back-
ground. Sequence analysis for Pattern (B) shows the pre-
dicted equal mutant to converted peaks present on both
the NT and T strands at the target site. Pattern (C)
sequence depicts a greater converted C peak on the NT

Figure 2. Average kanamycin-resistant colony counts for each recovery time point resulting from Kan49T-treated (A) and Kan49NT-treated
(B) cells. (C) Average ampicillin-resistant colony counts of Kan49T- and Kan49NT-treated cells at a 5� 10�4 dilution calculated from data from
each recovery time point. (D) Average correction efficiencies calculated from data from all recovery time points for cells treated with no ODN,
Kan49NT-PM, Kan49T-PM, Kan49NT and Kan49T. Correction efficiency is defined as the number of kanamycin-resistant colonies per 5� 105

ampicillin-resistant colonies. ODN molarity was maintained at a 350:1 ODN to plasmid ratio for each experiment. For each reaction condition at
least three independent experiments were conducted. **P< 0.001.
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strand than the mutant G peak at the target site and a
mixed peak on the T strand in which the converted G peak
is slightly larger than the mutant C peak. Finally, Pattern
(D) shows only the presence of the converted C–G base
pairs at the target site. Therefore, the RFLP analyses of
plasmid populations generated by the respective ODNs
are consistent with the DNA sequence-level analyses.

For each recovery time-point, 20 kanR colonies of
Kan49T- and Kan49NT-treated cells were processed as a
population sampling to analyze any RFLP preferences
with regard to strand bias and time of recovery. The per-
centages for each type of RFLP present in the 20 sample
pool are shown in Figure 4A and B; for Kan49T- and
Kan49NT-treated cells. The average of each RFLP

Figure 3. (A) Representative map of expected DNA bands resulting from a restriction digest of a mutant plasmid, converted plasmid and mixed
plasmid population is presented. The BfaI enzyme recognizes the mutant base present at the target site, resulting in the appearance of a 1301 bp
band. The conversion of the target base will result in the loss of a cut site in the 1301 bp band thereby producing a 1534 band. (B) RFLP patterns of
the 20 kanamycin-resistant plasmid population isolates resulting from Kan49T- or Kan49NT-treated cells for the 1 h recovery time point (kanR49T
#1-20 and kanR49NT #1-20). Isolate kanS is the RFLP from a mutant-plasmid population isolated from an ampR/kanS colony from the respective
Kan49T- and Kan49NT-treated cells. Four different RFLP patterns are shown, A–D. (C) Representative data of the NT and T strand sequences
obtained from each of the RFLP patterns. The wild-type base pairing at the target site is T–A, the mutant base pairing is G–C, while the converted
base pairing is C–G.
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banding Pattern (A–D) was calculated for the entire time
course (Figure 4C) since there are too few events
generated during the 1 h time point to make valid inter-
pretations of the experimental results. The majority of
kanamycin-resistant colonies resulting from Kan49T-
treated cells (kanR49T) had the (A) RFLP pattern with
a percentage of 68.8±12.5%. Pattern (D) was next most
common with an average of 21.3±12.5% (P=0.0009).
Cells targeted by the Kan49NT ODN did not display this
bias since Patterns (A) and (D) were present at the same
percentages with respective averages of 48.8±7.5% and
42.5±8.7% (P=0.16). For both targeting ODNs,
Patterns (B) and (C) were very rare in the sampling popu-
lation. These data indicate that there is an approximately
equal probability of (D) or (A) events taking place when
gene editing is initiated on the NT or leading strand of
replication.

ODNs with 30 inverted dT blocks DNA polyermase
extension

The data above reveal four RFLP categories, yet the reac-
tion mechanism responsible for producing each banding
pattern had not been fully elucidated. The current
thinking is that modified single-stranded ODNs induce
nucleotide exchange using two pathways; direct repair or
incorporation during replication, with the latter route sup-
ported by the most published data (14–17, 20, 21). Hence,
we decided to inhibit the incorporation pathway by
utilizing ODNs with a 30-end inverted nucleotide to
block extension by DNA polymerase. A change in any
of the frequencies of the RFLP categories, when

the inverted ODNs were used, would likely affect the
pathway of incorporation more than the direct repair
pathway.

Cells were transfected with ODNs (Kan49NT/30InvdT
and Kan49T/30InvdT) identical to the Kan49NT and
Kan49T ODNs with the exception of a 30-end inverted
nucleotide, then allowed to recover for 1 h, 2 h, 3 h or
4 h prior to plating for antibiotic selection. Correction
efficiencies (number of kanamycin resistant colonies per
5� 105 ampicillin-resistant colonies) were calculated
from triplicate experiments for Kan49NT/30InvdT and
Kan49T/30InvdT-treated cells to be 0.35±0.30 and
6.2±4.5, respectively, and once again presented as
an average (Figures 4C and 5A). When the Kan49NT/
30InvdT correction efficiency was compared to the
Kan49NT correction efficiency of 0.52±0.06
(P=0.15), there was only a modest change based mostly
on the low numbers achieved using the NT ODN.
Alternatively, the blocked 30-end of the Kan49T/30InvdT
caused almost an 8-fold reduction in the correction effi-
ciency when compared the Kan49T ODN correction effi-
ciency of 50.1±6.7 (P=0.0002).

Average RFLP percentages were also calculated for the
30 inverted ODNs. Ten to twenty kanR colonies of
Kan49NT/30InvdT- and Kan49T30InvdT-treated cells
were processed as a population sampling to analyze
RFLP percentages each recovery time-point (1 h, 2 h,
3 h, 4 h). Average number of kanamycin-resistant colonies
resulting from each of the four RFLP categories were
calculated from the RFLP percentages and the total
number of kanamycin-resistant colonies produced from

Figure 3. Continued.
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Kan49NT/30InvdT- and Kan49T/30InvdT-treated cells.
The average number of kanamycin-resistant colonies
arising from each of the four RFLP categories treated
the 30-end inverted ODNs was compared to kanamycin-
resistant colonies resulting from Kan49NT- and Kan49T-
treated cells (Figure 5B and C). Kanamycin-resistant
colonies resulting from cells targeted by the Kan49NT
ODN (kanR49NT) had relatively equal percentages of
the (A) and (D) patterns which predicted out of the total
number of kanamycin-resistant colonies 12±3 colonies
had the (A) pattern and 11±6 colonies had the (D)
pattern (Figure 5B). The (B) and (C) RFLP banding
patterns were rare in the sampling populations. The
kanR colonies resulting from cells targeted by the
Kan49NT/30InvdT ODN showed a dramatic decrease
in the (A) RFLP present in the kanamycin-resistant popu-
lation. The predicted number of kanR colonies resulting
from Kan49NT/30IndT-treated cells with the (A) pattern
in the total kanamycin-resistant population was 1±1
(P=0.0001) colony. There were no significant changes
(P< 0.01) in the number of kanamycin-resistant
colonies with (B), (C) or (D) patterns when comparing
the kanR49NT and kanR49NT/30IndT populations.
Similarly, kanR colonies produced from cells transfected
with the Kan49T/30InvdT ODN had a similar shift in
RFLP frequencies as the Kan49NT/30InvdT kanR

colonies. The results in Figure 5C demonstrate the signifi-
cant decrease observed in the (A) pattern numbers from
2066±565 kanR 49T colonies to 23±46 (P=0.0002),

kanR 49T/30InvdT colonies in sample populations. There
were no significant changes (P< 0.01) in the number of
kanamycin-resistant colonies with (B) or (C) patterns
when comparing the kanR49T and kanR49T/30IndT popu-
lations. The results of annealing Kan49T to the lagging
strand, however, did produce an interesting result as there
is some reduction in the number of editing events of the
D-type when the blocked 30 ODN is used. These data
suggest involvement of replication in the generation of
D-type events albeit lower levels than the impact on
A-type events. Overall, the data consistently support the
notion that ODNs annealing to the lagging strand direct
gene editing using a replication mode rather than the
direct conversion mode. Stated in a different way, the in-
corporation mode is more prevalent in gene editing when
ODNs designed to anneal to the lagging strand are used.

DISCUSSION

Modified single-stranded ODNs can direct the exchange
of nucleotides at specific sites in extra-chromosomal and
chromosomal environments in a process known as gene
editing. The mechanism of the reaction is not fully
elucidated but likely involves DNA repair and replication
acting in a concerted fashion to enable sequence exchange.
Overall, the field has witnessed an increase in the amount
of data validating gene editing. Many papers that focus on
the mechanism of action suggest that there is a preference
for editing either the NT or the T strand of the target gene

Figure 4. The recovery time course (1 h, 2 h, 3 h and 4 h) percentages for each of the four RFLPs (A, B, C and D) present in the 20 sample pool for
kanamycin-resistant colonies arising from (A) Kan49T-(kanR49T) and (B) Kan49NT-(kanR49NT) treated cells. (C) Time course averages with
respective standard deviations were calculated for each of the four RFLPs resulting from kanR49T and kanR49NT kanamycin-resistant colonies.
**P< 0.001.
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(19,22,23). In this work, we examine the influence of
strand bias on the pathway of correction chosen by the
cell to resolve the mutation. By using a simplistic model
system, coupled to a genetic selectable readout, we provide
some rationale for the phenomenon seen in the gene

editing approach. By utilizing ODNs designed to be com-
plimentary to either the T or NT strand (by our definition
of the orientation of the gene in the plasmid), we were able
to discern differences in correction efficiency and the
pathway used to direct the editing mode, i.e. repair, repli-
cation or a combination of the two.

Our results lead us to project two roadmaps for gene
editing based on which strand is selected; they have both
common and uniquely distinctive features. It is important
to note that Brachman and Kmiec (18) suggested that the
designations ‘T’ and ‘NT’, respectively, can be misleading
since each strand can also serve as either the ‘lagging’ or
‘leading’ strand of DNA synthesis (at the target site).
Further, it was found that lagging-strand activity and
structure is dominant in determining which of the two
strands exhibits a higher degree of targeting success. In
the current system, the T strand is also the lagging
strand of DNA synthesis and thus the higher number of
kanR colonies (100-fold greater) from plasmid targeted
with the T ODN is predictable. In addition, annealing to
the T strand can also induce higher numbers of kanR

colonies because the editing of the T strand enables imme-
diate kanamycin resistance as oppose to targeting the NT
strand. In the latter case, a second event must take place to
generate the corrected gene phenotype and kanR colonies.

Under the reaction conditions we use in this study, cells
are allowed to undergo DNA replication by incubation in
a large volume of media; there is a reduced level of stress
in the environment and thus replication and cell division
are enabled. As was seen in the upper panel of Figure 3A,
the vast majority of plasmid populations per isolated bac-
terial clone gave rise predominantly to a single RFLP
Pattern (A). We now present Figure 6A as a model to
explain the types and ratios of RFLP patterns seen in
Figures 3 and 4 in cells targeted on the T strand. The
model illustrates the initial pathways involved in a
single-bacterial cell prior to cell division, therefore only
reflects plasmid replication. The magnitude and RFLP
pattern of resistant clones generated by gene editing
directed by the strand most likely follows the pathway
that generates the population of plasmids illustrated in
route (A). This pathway is dominated by incorporation
of the T-ODN into the newly synthesized strand during
plasmid replication, resulting in one mutant plasmid and
one plasmid with a C–C mismatch. This intermediate will
be susceptible to kanamycin selection since neither strand
has the converted base to ‘enable’ antibiotic resistance.
After another round(s) of plasmid replication the C–C
mismatch plasmid will produce a C–G converted
plasmid, which will give the cell kanamycin-resistant
phenotype to produce a resistant colony. These events
result in a mixed population with more mutant plasmids
than converted plasmids in the plasmid population ex-
hibiting the (A) RFLP. The other RFLP Patterns (B, C
and D) are represented but in much lower numbers.
Pattern D must arise from two early conversion events
prior to plasmid replication since all members of that
population contain fully converted strands. This is
clearly true when the NT-ODN is used, however, there
may be a role for DNA replication in generating (D)-
type colonies when the T-ODN is used (see below).

Figure 5. (A) Average correction efficiencies for the entire time course
of cells treated with Kan49NT, Kan49T, Kan49NT/30InvdT and
Kan49T/30InvdT ODNs. Correction efficiency is defined as the
number of kanamycin resistant colonies per 5� 105 ampicillin-resistant
colonies. ODN molarity was maintained at a 350:1 ODN to plasmid
ratio for each experiment. For each reaction condition at least three
independent experiments were conducted. (B and C) Average number
of kanamycin-resistant colonies resulting from each of the four RFLP
categories was calculated from the RFLP percentages and the total
number of kanamycin-resistant colonies of the time course (1 h, 2 h,
3 h and 4 h) from kanR49NT, kanR49T, kanR49NT/30InvdT and
kanR49T/30ODN-treated resistant colonies. Average RFLP percentages
were calculated from 10–20 plasmid isolates resulting from each
ODN-treated kanamycin-resistant colony populations. Three independ-
ent experiments were performed to determine average number of
kanamycin-resistant colonies for each recovery time point. **P< 0.001.
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Figure 6. Proposed pathway models of resolving the gene repair reaction to produce each of the four RFLP patterns. (A) Pathway for resolving gene
repair in Kan49T-treated cells. (B) Pathway for resolving gene repair in Kan49NT-treated cells. Each grouping represents the plasmid populations
within a single-bacteria cell. Only plasmid replication is depicted, not bacterial replication. (See ‘Discussion’ section for detailed explanation).
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Pattern B arises from the replication of a dual population
of plasmids that are generated by plasmid replication after
a primary conversion event and Pattern C arises from an
additional primary conversion or incorporation via repli-
cation event of one of the mutant plasmids present in the
population diagramed in (B). Thus, under these condi-
tions, the repair or non-incorporation pathway of gene
editing is in fact operative when T strand annealing
takes place, albeit at much lower levels.
When we developed model pathways for corrected plas-

mids generated from NT strand gene editing (Figure 6B),
there were additional experimental observations to
consider. First, the number of kanR colonies produced
by reactions involving the NT strand is much lower
(100-fold). Second, the NT strand serves as the leading
strand of replication in the target plasmid used in our sys-
tems. Thus, our results remain consistent with our own
work and others (18,20,21,24–26) in that the lagging
strand is more amenable to gene-editing activity than the
leading strand of replication. We observe very low correc-
tion efficiency despite the fact that our model predicts that
the first intermediate in the incorporation via plasmid rep-
lication pathway resulting in an (A) RFLP should acquire
antibiotic resistance from the presence of the converted T
strand. While the population of plasmids with RFLP
patterns depicted in (B) and (C) are present, the most
obvious result is that plasmid populations bearing the
(A) and (D) RFLP patterns appear at approximately
equal frequencies. This result differs from the (A)/(D)
ratio observed when ODNs that anneal to the T strand
are used (Figure 4C), which is slanted to the (A) RFLP
type. Thus, it appears that the leading strand, in this case
also the NT strand, engages gene editing events via the
replication repair pathway are somewhat impeded. The
data confirm that primary and secondary conversion
events are fully operational. Hence, strand bias not only
reflects the extent of gene editing activity, but also reflects
the pathway used to achieve the altered phenotype. Our
results suggest that plasmid replication occurred prior to
bacterial replication and there was equal plasmid segre-
gation in subsequent daughter cells, since there were not
significant changes to RFLP frequencies over the time
course.
Once our model was proposed, we challenged our

hypothesis by manipulating the pathways of gene repair.
One of the proposed pathways that has recently gained
strong support as a mechanism for gene repair is the in-
corporation pathway, by which the ODN becomes part
of the newly synthesized DNA strand. In support for
this pathway, Radecke et al. (17) has demonstrated the in-
corporation of a labeled ODN with extentable 30 hydroxyl
ends into the genome of transfected and gene converted
cells. In addition, cell cycle manipulation correlated to
ODN-mediated gene repair events, suggest that cells pro-
gressing through S-phase have the highest levels of gene
repair events (14–16,20,21,32). Therefore, we utilized
ODNs with a 30-end inverted nucleotide to block the
DNA polymerase from extending into the 30-end of the
ODN, thereby incorporating the ODN into the DNA. Our
model shows that the majority of the kanamycin-resistant
colonies resulting from cells treated with the Kan49T

ODN are generated by incorporation during replication.
The model would therefore predict that the inhibition of
the replication pathway via addition of the Kan49T/
30InvdT ODN would lead to a dramatic reduction in the
correction efficiency when compared to the Kan49T
ODN. This result was confirmed since addition of the
30-end inverted nucleotide to the Kan49T/30InvdT ODN
resulted in a correction efficiencies of 6.2±4.5, an 8-fold
decrease from the Kan49T correction efficiency of
50.1±6.7 (P=0.00002) (Figure 5A).

Our model predicts a change in the (A) RFLP freq-
uencies observed in the kanamycin-resistant colony popu-
lations resulting from cells treated with the Kan49NT,
Kan49T ODN and the 30-end inverted NT and T ODNs.
Since the (A) pattern results from a gene editing event via
the replication pathway, our model would predict a
decrease in the frequency of the (A) RFLP with the trans-
fection of the 30-end inverted ODNs. This prediction was
tested with the addition of the 30-end inverted nucleotide
to both the T and NT ODNs, insofar that there was a
reduction in the predicted number of kanamycin-resistant
colonies in the population with an (A) pattern from
2066±565 kanR49T colonies to 23±46 kanR49T/
30IndT colonies (Figure 5C). This trend was also observed
when employing the NT ODNs. Although there was
no reduction in the correction efficiency with the
addition of the 30-end inverted nucleotide to the NT
ODN, there was a decrease in the frequency of the (A)
pattern in the kanR49NT/30InvdT colony population from
12±3 kanR49NT colonies to 1±1 kanR49NT/30IndT
colonies. ‘With regard to the action of the NT-ODN’
there were no observed significant differences (P< 0.01)
in the (B), (C), and (D) RFLP kanR -type colonies
within the total kanamycin-resistant population alter the
addition of the 30-end inverted nucleotide ODNs. These
results may suggest that only the replication pathway was
inhibited and there was no increase in the preference for
the conversion pathway for the NT-ODN. The results pre-
sented in Figure 5C are intriguing in that the population
of (D)-type colonies are also affected to some degree by
kanr 49 T/30InvdT. These data suggested that when the
ODN that anneals to the lagging strand is used, DNA
replication activity may also impact the creation of the
(D)-type colonies.

In E. coli, gene editing has been accomplished using a
technique known as ‘recombineering’ (27–29). Single- or
double-stranded linear fragments (or ODNs) are intr-
oduced into the cell and direct alterations in the chromo-
some. When ssODNs are used, the frequency is enhanced
when �–b protein is expressed in the cell (30). Consistent
with our results herein, the impact strand bias on the
mechanism of mutagenesis has been observed. The
lagging strand targets at higher levels where regions
between Okazaki fragments provide a site for ssODN hy-
bridization. These observations are also consistent with
work done in eukaryotic cells wherein a recent model
suggests a three branched pathway for possible routes of
correction (10). The major route is replication-based in-
corporation of the ssODN into the new synthesized
strand; several groups have now provided strong
evidence to support this model (17,22,31). What often
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escapes examination is the observation that targeting the
leading strand (in our work, NT) engages an alternative
pathway of conversion most likely directed by mismatch
repair. Our work here demonstrates that the conversion
pathway used in gene editing is, at least in part, dependent
on which of the two strands is identified for change prior
to plasmid amplification.

Our results also raise a cautionary note for workers
employing selectable systems to evaluate mechanisms of
ssODN mutagenesis or gene editing. The time at which
selection is applied and correction evaluated could skew
results. Independent of defining the leading or lagging
strands of replication, it is important to take into consid-
eration which ODN targets the T strand. Correction or
editing of the T strand will obviously generate larger
numbers of antibiotic resistant cells since the expression
of the resistance factor is dependent on the conversion of
the T-strand. In contrast, selecting the NT strand will ini-
tially generate a much smaller antibiotic-resistant popula-
tion, yet approximately half of those colonies will have
corrected homozygous genotypes. Thus, taken together,
the ‘strand bias’ effect of gene editing appears to have
downstream implications for measurements of repair
frequencies and can impact the pathway used for the
editing event.
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